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kurdistan workers party wikipedia - the kurdistan workers party or pkk kurdish partiya karker n kurdistan is a militant and
political organization based in turkey and iraq since 1984 the pkk has been involved in an armed conflict with the turkish
state with a 2 year cease fire during 2013 2015 with the initial aim of achieving an independent kurdish state later changing
it to a demand for equal rights and kurdish, blood and belief the pkk and the kurdish fight for - aliza marcus is formerly
an international correspondent for the boston globe and lives in washington d c she covered the pkk for more than eight
years first as a freelance reporter for the christian science monitor and later as a staff writer for reuters receiving a national
press club award for her reporting she is also a recipient of a macarthur foundation grant for her work, nepalese civil war
wikipedia - the nepalese civil war known popularly as the maoist conflict nepali iast m ov d janayuddha or maoist
insurgency or maoist revolution was a ten year long armed conflict between the communist party of nepal maoist cpn m and
the government of nepal fought from 1996 to 2006 the insurgency period was popularly known as maovadi dwandakaal,
international news latest world news videos photos - get the latest international news and world events from asia
europe the middle east and more see world news photos and videos at abcnews com, syria comment syrian politics
history and religion - the plight of the druze hostages why washington should change its approach in syria by talal el
atrache talalelatrache for syria comment 8 nov 2018 throughout the syrian war the southern province of sweida in
coordination with the syrian army had succeeded in protecting itself against the jihadist attacks on the province s western
border with deraa and on the eastern flank, news breaking stories updates the telegraph - latest breaking news including
politics crime and celebrity find stories updates and expert opinion, tillerson out neocons in real jew news - the neocons
are in rex tillerson is out he didn t quite fit an exxon man with a texas accent who never shticked with the jewish clique was a
mishap waiting to happen pompeo s now in a harvard boy who touts the right script clip and we are back on the air right now
because, most dangerous special forces of the world see how your - in the present world no country is ready to
compromise on its defense therefore military forces are always looking to improve their training and equipment over the
years special forces have seen radical changes in, the firehose effect the challenge that trump s non stop - firehose
effect is a good way to describe the daily revelations of corruption at the nazi fbi and the dirty cia and the unbelievably
sleazy rosytwat doj congress has demanded access to documents that it s entitled to under the constitution pursuant to its
oversight function he said, lifting the veil want to know - lifting the veil an investigative history of the united states
pathocracy researched and written by timothy m silver i know the capacity that is there to make tyranny total in america
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